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John (Jack) R. Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Attach:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
"AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Friday, December 05, 2008 2:17 AM
What's Really Going On With Gold & Silver_.eml
Let US Start Over Again On A New Journey To Freedom

To: The Next Generation of Pilgrims Looking To Be Free Again

http://www.pgpf.org/newsroom/
The United States is in a roughly $53 trillion financial hole that is growing by $2 trillion to $3
trillion every year, while nothing is done to address it.
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Photo by J. Venrick of the Mayflower II floating at its dock in Plymouth Harbor
www.plimoth.org
Thanks Pat for this intriguing article.
Also note the link http://www.pgpf.org/newsroom/
and attachment above.

Please read the article below and attached - this is what its all about, since the beginning of time,
i.e. greed and power, i.e. NOT FREE CHOICE.

What you are about to read is what the 102 English Puritans from Holland were running from in
1620, i.e. government and nongovernment tyranny.
The following quotes are extracted from "Mayflower" by Nathaniel Philbrick, a must read book, if
you are to understand further, the nature of the takings we are experiencing today.
"One of the reasons they(the Puritans) had been forced to leave England was that King James had
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used the ecclesiastical courts to impose his own religious beliefs" Pg. 40.





Does this sound familiar, i.e. the same old game, 400 years later.
The "King" and "Churches" have been replaced by city, county, state and federal
governments
under the thumb of the central banking families."

"...what became known as the Thirty Years War would rage across the Continent as Protestant and
Catholic forces reduced much of Europe to a burning corpse strewn battleground. pg. 6
"As foreigners in Holland, many of them had been forced to work menial backbreaking jobs in the
cloth industry and their health had suffered."
"A life or husbandry involved periods of intense labor, but its seasonal rhythms left long stretches
of relative inactivity. In Leiden, (Holland) on the other hand, men, women and even children were
expected to work from dawn to dusk, six days a week, with a bell sounding in the tower of
the market to announce when work was to begin and end. As the years of ceaseless labor began to
mount and their children began to lose touch with their English ancestry,.....

the Pilgrims decided it was time to start over again."
Pg. 17
"During the previous century several Separatists had been jailed and even executed for their beliefs
and since the coronation of King James in 1603 the pressure to conform to the Church of England
had been mounting. From James perspective all Puritans were trouble makers who threatened the
spiritual integrity of his realm and at the gather of religious leaders at his palace in Hampton
Court, he angrily declared, "I shall harry them out of the land?" ...increasing numbers of men and
women had been prosecuted for their unorthodox religious beliefs. As Separatists the congregation
at Scrooby was in violation of both ecclesiastical and civil law, and all of them undoubtedly knew
that it was only a matter of time before the authorities found them out." Pg. 12

Again nothing has changed under the sun, 400 years later, we have the same stories, i.e. a
tyrannical king and his courts with greedy complicit uncompassionate manufactures persecuting
innocent people into a life of desperation.








We have tyrannical governments, their courts and their central banking over lords
controlling US
persecuting out own innocent people through unending legal fiction myths
while they open the borders to waves of illegal immigrants
There are uncountable ways to enslave us
There are uncountable nonhumans who wish to do so
There are uncountable colors of the law they have illegitimately legislated to take everything
we have
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20,000 more followed these 102 Puritans trying to escape this ascent of tyranny in Europe and
England via the state monarchies and church megalomaniacs.
We are now ruled by 535 state tyrants and at least 8% of our population in government who work
24 X 7 to heard US into corrupted congressional, legislative, city, county and state corrals
which systemically divide US from becoming totally free.
We are the animals now.





Our private property along with our rights have long been confiscated in a million ways over
the last 400 years.
When did the taking begin Answer, IT NEVER STOPPED from the moment those 102 brave Puritans stepped upon the
shore of what we now call Plymouth Rock.

WE TOO MUST START OVER.



This time there is no new frontier to run too.
We must EACH fight again to make ourselves totally free from the complicit and criminal
government and pseudo government groups that have taken over not only our livestock but
have turned us into animals too.

All federal agencies must be thrown out of the several states.




All city, county, state and federal government employees must be thrown off our
private property
including out of our pockets, out of our vehicles, out of our livestock, out of our homes, out of
our land, out of our water, out of our private lives.

We must return to our own gold and silver based coins, issued at state levels and controlled at the
federal level Bureau of Standards.








We must throw out the central bankers,
 enforce a strict low fractionalized monetary system
 based on NO GOVERNMENT DEBT
 with severe penalties otherwise.
All the social welfare systems and the state run propaganda systems must be phased out and
replaced by private competing sources,
 e.g. private enterprises, churches, charities, wealthy foundations and corps of
volunteers.
Government cannot care for itself let alone anyone else
We must relearn to take care of ourselves and those who we voluntarily choose to help.
No natural born sovereign free state Citizen has any duty to be compelled by government
tyranny to help anyone.
 This debased thinking is a classic oxymoron and a contradiction.
 Being forced via compulsive pseudo direct taxes to help anyone goes against all the
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Laws of Nature and Natures God.

America has no choice but to declare itself bankrupted and default on all
of its "debt" and start over.




No foreign power including the leading banking power centers of the world can militarily take
this country.
This country can only be taken by repeating the insanity of the last 232 years,
 i.e. bailing itself out over and over with more insane debt created by the central banks.
 This is blood money spilled over the bodies of the hundreds of thousands of our own
boys
 which in turn comes to rest upon the natural born, sovereign and free state CITIZENS
AND PROPERTY OWNERS.

IF WE DO NOT DEFAULT ON THIS ILLIGETIMATE DEBT WE WILL HAVE NO PRIVATE
OR PUBLIC PROPERTY IN AMERICA










We have been bailing out the national and global central banking mobs for over two hundred
years
The dirty secret is, it is these national and foreign central banking cartels that are taking our
natural resources
 and shutting them down for their own collateral
 under the guise of green extreme eastern groups
 New reader can see the big picture here - https://www.takingliberty.us/
Even the pro central government Federalist Founding Fathers recognized this potential
banking folly
Those against the so called "Constitutional Republic" knew this well and were right on in
hind sight.
PLEASE READ THE NAIS ARTICLE BELOW AND THE ATTACHED ARTICLE

We MUST return to a Confederation of Republics of the several (50) states again ASAP






We must reestablish a single purpose severely limited commerce/trade only central
government.
Each of the several states must free themselves, individually
 From this rising phoenix of criminal taking of private and public property in America
 When the states are totally sovereign and free, the state Citizens will once again be
sovereign and free also
 The first states to set themselves free will prosper by massive migrations of new
generation "pilgrims" to their shores
Let US declare ourselves in Chapter 13 bankruptcy
 Let US reorganize,
 Let US eliminate all the usurious interest rates illegitimate levied upon US that
sovereign states and state Citizens do not have to pay
 Let US eliminate all the perverted taxes upon the natural born, sovereign and free state
Citizens we do not have to pay.
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A movement via Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports shows the government has much
more than what they say
 http://cafr1.com/
 There is more than enough wealth in America to transition into a completely free choice
society
 An myth has been created by the power centers that we have to submit our private
property to taxation
 This is a complete lie and fabrication to extort your private property and give it to the
banks

What Is Chapter 13 Bankruptcy? - http://www.bankruptcyhome.com/chapter13.htm
When someone files for bankruptcy under Chapter 13 of the Bankruptcy Code, their aim is to have the
opportunity to repay some or all the debts in their name, in better terms, i.e. lower or no interest. Unlike Chapter
7 which involves liquidation of assets, this process involves restructuring debts which allows the debtor to use
whatever income they may have in the future to pay off the creditors. Filing Chapter 13 Bankruptcy is thus
applicable for a debtor who has a regular income, and thus can afford to request for such adjustments or
reductions.
The United States Bankruptcy Code gives the debtor a ceiling of 5 years, within which the creditors must be
paid back. While the attorney will safeguard your interests, the entire process is carried out under the
supervision of the courts.

How Does Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Work?
While debtors are allowed to keep all of their property, the court approves a new interest-free plan for
repayment. A written plan is created giving details of all the transactions that will occur, and the duration of the
same. The repayment must begin within thirty to forty-five days after the case has started. The transitory stage
of paying a trustee who then pays a creditor, as in Chapter 7 Bankruptcy is usually eliminated with Chapter 13
Bankruptcy. Although, in some cases people may involve a trustee who would take care of disbursing money to
the creditors as per the plan. Also, as per the law the creditors must strictly adhere the repayment plan approved
by the court and are in fact prohibited to collect any claims from the debtor. Your attorney will prepare new
repayment plan to best suit your situation.
The one advantage of Chapter 13 over Chapter 7 Bankruptcy is the full discharge option which is not applicable
under Chapter 7 filing. For example, if a debtor manages to complete all necessary payments in the plan, he/she
is given a full plan discharge. (There are a few exceptions to this case, which your attorney will guide you about
if necessary.) Yet another advantage of the Chapter 13 filing is that a repayment can be created even if creditors
disagree with it, as long as it is approved by the Court. Although, in all fairness the court allows creditors also to
file an objection, in case they may have any.

Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
www.freedomforallseasons.org
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There is no evidence either from ethnographic
accounts or archaeological excavations to suggest
that rates of accidental trauma or interpersonal
violence declined substantially with the adoption
of more civilized forms of political organization.
In fact, some evidence from archaeological sites
and from historical sources suggests the opposite.
Mark Nathan Cohen

----- Original Message ----From: Pat in Idaho
To: jack Venrick
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 1:06 PM
Subject: Fw: Brownfield--NAIS SCAM

The SCAM behind NAIS~~~
"Our Land: Collateral for the National Debt"
by Derry Brownfield Dec. 3,2008

I consider Wayne Hage one of the most intelligent men I ever met. On our very first visit he was
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explaining the World Bank, the International Monetary fund and how the world bankers planned on
collateralizing the world debt with land. Not just the U.S. national debt, but also the "WORLD" debt. A
listener sent me a copy of a report of the FOURTH WORLD WILDERNESS CONGRESS, which was held in
Denver in 1987. Over 1500 people from sixty countries were told that wilderness lands were to protect the
reindeer, the spotted owl and other endangered species. Ninety percent of the group consisted of
conservationists, ecologists, government and United Nations bureaucrats. The other ten percent were
world banking heavyweights, such as David Rockefeller of Chase Manhattan Bank, London banker Edmund
de Rothschild and the Secretary of the U.S. Treasury, James Baker, who gave the keynote address.
George W. Hunt, an investment councilor, served as official host and sat in on all the meetings. It was
George Hunt that wrote the report from which I have gleaned much of my information.
NAIS CONCEIVED IN 1987
During the first three days, the group was told that the WILDERNESS CONGRESS was about beating the
ozone deterioration and bringing the rain forests back. The following days were closed to the public. With
only the bankers in attendance, the topics discussed centered on the creation of a "WORLD
CONSERVATION BANK" with collateral being derived from receipt of wilderness properties throughout the
world. This bank would have central bank powers similar to the Federal Reserve. It would create currency
and loans and engage in international discounting, counter-trade, barter and swap actions. Rothschild
personally conducted the monetary matters and the creation of this WORLD CONSERVATION BANK. This
bank would refinance by swapping debt for assets. A country with a huge national debt would receive
money to pay off the debt by swapping the debt for wilderness lands. The plan was to swap one trillion
dollars of Third World Debt into this new bank. In the long term, when the countries won't be able to pay
off the loans, governments from around the world will give title to their wilderness lands to the bankers.
WHY A BROKE GOVERNMENT KEEPS BUYING LAND FROM PRIVATE OWNERS?
George Hunt wrote: "Title to the lands will go to the World Wilderness Land Inventory Trust. This Trust will
float into the World Conservation Bank by the unanimous decree of the world's people, saying, God bless
you for saving our reindeer. Those people at the congress were ignorant. They don't suspect anything.
They're very naive. Not stupid, ignorant. I'm talking about the 90% that were not the world banking
heavyweights."
Hunt goes on to say that World Bank loans, as they stand now, are not collateralized. They're saying, we
want collateral, so when we loan-swap this debt, we're going to own the Amazon if you default. They're
going to make their bad loans good by collateralizing them after the fact with all of this land and
somebody is going to end up with title to twelve and half billion acres. They have multi-trillions of dollars
upon which they can create currencies and loans and they're going to begin to barter and counter-trade
and loan-swap against the United States. The World Conservation Bank is a scheme to monetize land. This
will function as a world central bank and out of that bank there will grow a one-world fiat currency.
This isn't some scheme conjured up during the Bush and Clinton administrations. The United Nations World
Commission on Environment and Development was created in 1982. The commission published the
"BRUNDTLAND REPORT," setting the stage for unlimited enactments to take over ecology, and
environmental and pollution laws throughout the world. The report stated: "We will have a proposal for
very harsh, quasi-spiritual ecological laws for MOTHER EARTH. A MOTHER EARTH COMES FIRST mentality
will arise throughout the world."
DEBT COLLATERALIZATION IN THE HEARTLAND
When James Baker made his keynote speech in 1987, he stated that, "No longer will the World Bank carry
this debt unsecured. The only assets we have to collateralize are federal lands and national parks." Baker's
definition of federal lands includes Heritage sites, of which there are about 20 in the United States. I say
"about" 20, because they are being added on a regular basis. As I write this article, Congress is about to
vote on a proposed Rim of the Valley National Park that would include over 500,000 acres of National
Forest land and 170,000 parcels of private property including many farms and ranches. At the same time
there is a bill before Congress called the Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act that would increase
the acreage of designated wilderness by 50% in the lower 48 states. *** While our Heritage sites take in
quite a large amount of territory, such as Yellowstone National Park and Mesa Verde, the Grand Canyon
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and the Everglades, other countries have much greater areas. Brazil for example has the Amazon
Conservation Complex and Canada has the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks. As I write this story, the list
includes 851 properties in 141 countries, comprising over one third of the earth's land mass. Will all this
land collateralize the world's debt? Probably not, so along comes NAIS (the National Animal Identification
System).
WHO MAKES THE RULES---WHO ENFORCES?
According to the United States Department of Agriculture, "The first step in implementing a national
animal identification system (NAIS) is identifying and registering premises that are associated with the
animal agriculture industry. In terms of the NAIS, a premise is any geographically unique location in which
agricultural animals are raised, held, or boarded. Under this definition, farms, ranches, feed-yards, auction
barns and livestock exhibitions and fair sites are all examples of premises." That may be the definition
some government bureaucrat will give you, but the word "premises" under the "international Criminal
Court Act 2002- Sect 4, states: The word "premises" includes a place and a "conveyance." Why check with
the International Criminal Court Act? Because on June 8, 2007, Under-Secretary of Agriculture Bruce
Knight, speaking at the World Pork Expo in Des Moines, Iowa, is quoted as saying, "We have to live by the
same international rules we're expecting other people to do."
Throughout the entire Draft National Animal Identification System Users Guide, land is referred to as a
premises and not property. A "Premises" has no protection under the Constitution of the United States,
while property always has the exclusive rights of the owner tied to it. The Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments of the Constitution protect property rights.
WHAT IS A PREMISE---WHY WAS PREMISE USED INSTEAD OF PROPERTY?
The word "Premise" is a synonym for the word tenement. A definition of the word tenement in law is:
Property, such as land, held by one person "leasing" it to another. Webster's New World Dictionary 1960
College Edition defines "Premises" as the part of a deed or "lease" that states its reason, the parties
involved and the property in "conveyance." Webster then defines "conveyance" as the transfer of
ownership of real property from one person to another. It is quite obvious that the bureaucrats in
Washington had a very good reason to use the term "premises" and never mention "PROPERTY."
Let's take another look at the wilderness areas and the World Bank's plans to collateralize its loans. While
the wilderness areas cover about one third of the earth's surface, they are wilderness areas for a good
reason – they were useless or difficult to homestead, farm or use in a constructive manner. Worldwide, the
best and more valuable land is occupied by farmers, ranchers and people with the ambition to produce.
Wouldn't the World Bankers rather have some productive property besides mountains, deserts and
swamps?
I am convinced that the word "premise" will put an encumbrance on your deed. The bankers say they want
to monetize land. It's your land and my land they want to monetize.
WHAT IS THE HISTORICAL METHOD?
The bankers are in the process of accumulating the wealth of the world. Very few privately owned assets
can be termed "real wealth." According to scripture, God made Abraham very wealthy, giving him LAND,
CATTLE, silver and gold. (Genesis 24:35) Four thousand years later, wealth continues to be LAND,
CATTLE, silver and gold. I don't know where the world deposits of silver and gold are stored, but I'm sure
the bankers have them in their control. That only leaves LAND and CATTLE, which I believe could be next
on the list. Genesis 47 describes how Joseph had storehouses full of grain to feed the people, but he didn't
have a welfare program. During the first year of the famine, Joseph took "ALL THE MONEY" the people had
for only one year's supply of grain. The second year he took all their cattle for another year's supply of
grain. The next year they said, "We have nothing left but our bodies and our land. Buy us and our land in
exchange for food and we and our land will be servants to Pharaoh." Genesis 47:21 states, "And as for the
people, he removed them to the cities and made slaves of them."
NAIS--OF LAND FEDERALIZATION
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James Madison made a statement concerning how our people could lose our freedom by gradual and silent
encroachment by those in power. Is it possible that those in power today are gradually and silently in the
process of removing the people to the cities to make slaves of them? Federalizing our land and our cattle
would certainly be a step in that direction.

***Derry Brownfield, legendary cattleman, rancher and talk radio host, is heard daily across America bringing his common sense approach to listeners. The farmers’
champion and a passionate constitutionalist, Derry takes on big government, mega-corporations, and environmental extremists. From the stock market to the stock
yards, from greedy oil companies to the everyday concerns of his loyal audience, no topic is too hot to handle for Derry, who is called “the voice of the heartland”.
www.DerryBrownfield.com/
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